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UAHS Announcements - Sep 29, 2017

Announcements

Seeking UAHS Faculty For IPE Event

Hurricane Maria Emergency Response

Puerto Rico Relief Effort

College of Medicine - Phoenix Announcements

Pediatric Neuroscience Grand Rounds - Phoenix
Monday, Oct. 2, 7:30-8:30 a.m.

Neuroscience Grand Rounds - Phoenix
TODAY: Friday, Sept. 29, 2017, 8:30 - 9:30 a.m.

College of Medicine – Tucson Grand Rounds

Advances in Aging - Geriatric Grand Rounds, Monday, Oct. 9
"The Cognitive Vulnerability-Elder Mistreatment Nexus: A Primer for the Healthcare Professional"
Infectious Diseases Grand Rounds - October 3, 2017 at 11 a.m.
Harnessing the Power of Copper to Kill S. pneumoniae
Dr. Michael D. L. Johnson

Events

2017 AZBio Awards, Oct. 11
The event will honor UA inventors Marvin J. Slepian, MD, and Laurence Hurley, PhD; two companies (Avery Therapeutics and NuvOx Pharma) that have worked closely with Tech Launch Arizona, and UA educator Carol Bender. In addition, student researchers will be featured in the Student Discovery Showcase poster session (submission deadline Sunday, Oct. 1).

Scholar's Circle Event - Wednesday, Oct. 11, 2017 at 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Seminars/Lectures

Physiology Special Seminar - Monday, Oct 2, 2017

'Solving Problems of the Foot and Ankle,' Subject of UA Arthritis Center Lecture, Oct. 4

Pharmacology & Toxicology Seminar, Wednesday, Oct. 4

IMB Research Seminar - Ningning Zhao, PhD - October 6 at Noon
"Function and regulation of the metal transporter ZIP14: implications for understanding human diseases" by Ningning Zhao, PhD

Pharmaceutical Pricing and Policy Seminar, Monday, October 2